In The Field

Aspen are generating growing interest from wildlife agencies, academia and also sight-seers, like this photographer at Oxbow Bend in
Grand Teton National Park. Photo by Mark Gocke/WGFD

An aspen education

State officials tour Bighorns with aspen expert to highlight
projects that can help groves around the state
By Jeff Obrecht and Paul Rogers

S

heridan — Aspens are one of
Wyoming’s iconic trees, but it’s their
underground networking system
stitched through the landscape that
makes them integral to plant and animal interactions. With so many intriguing nuances,
aspen systems could carry an entire magazine
issue nearly as easily as Republicans carried
Wyoming in the last election.
There’s just a lot going on with aspen and a
lot being learned about its challenges. Not just
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Aspen projects
around the state

Tour participants examine a potential aspen treatment site at Elgin Park in the
Bighorn Mountains. Photo by Paul Rogers

underground network.
“The gun is always loaded,” Rogers
said of an aspen’s subterranean store of
energy. Following fire, the gun shoots
new sprouts that often reach 2- to
3-feet-tall in just a couple months. That
could be its greatest habitat attribute,
attracting elk and deer that quickly descend on the nutritious succulence.
Rogers said aspens promote more
wildlife diversity than any other in the
Western forests, save riparian trees.
“Aspen and beaver are keynote species of the West and benefit from each
other,” he said. “Aspen are beaver’s preferred tree for dam building and food.”
Aspen systems, in turn, benefit from
the high water table created by the
ponds, while a host of flora and fauna
profit from the ponds themselves.
As trees go, aspen are particularly water-efficient and dynamic.
The underground system helps slow
mountain runoff, recharging springs

and headwaters that benefit fisheries
downstream. Healthy aspen stands are
welcome near cabins because the moist
understory also serves as fire defense.
The trademark white bark produces
not only biological, but also cultural
intrigue.
The thin bark is easily scarred, creating a collage of black marks on the
trunks throughout a stand. Lower
limbs fizzle out in the shade and,
when dropped, leave an “aspen eye”
on the trunk. Some Native Americans
believed the eyes were involved in the
moral oversight of humans traveling the
forests.
From a scientific perspective, Rogers
added, “That thin bark allows some
photosynthesis to take place year-round.
But the thin skin also allows the plant to
get about every disease out there.”
— Paul Rogers is the director of the Western
Aspen Alliance and a Utah State University
professor of Wildland Resources.
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• Little Mountain south of Rock Springs — Prescribed
burns and mechanical aspen treatments near the head of
Current Creek in the 1990s and early 2000s stimulated
noteworthy regeneration. But elk browsing prevented the
little trees from growing into mature stands and even killed
some clones. Working with Muley Fanatics Foundation, R&M
Welding constructed two 6.5-foot-tall portable fences from
drill stem pipe. Each fence protects 1-3 acres from elk until
the suckers reach about 6 feet tall. Twelve aspen stands are
targeted for protection. Another fence will be on site next
spring. Due to the Current Creek success, the Seedskadee
Chapter of Trout Unlimited is using the same type of fence
on aspen and willows along Red Creek near Pine Mountain,
and Trout and Gooseberry creeks on the east side of Little
Mountain.
• Big Creek near Encampment — A bulldozer pulling
a three-shanked “ripper” enhanced 10 acres of aspen in
September 2015 as part of the Mule Deer Initiative projects.
The stimulation of new aspen growth lured enough deer and
elk to the area that the treatment area is now fenced.
• South Pass near Atlantic City — Invading conifers have
been removed by chainsaw since 2015 in 1,000 acres of aspen. In the next 3-5 years, another conifer purge is planned
on 1,500 more acres as part of the Mule Deer Initiative with
the U.S. Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management and
state forestry partners.
• Steamboat near Dayton — Game and Fish is teaming
with Wyoming State Forestry to rejuvenate 149 acres of
aspen. All conifers within 66 feet of aspen will be “hinged”
— cut to fall to the ground while remaining attached at the
stump. The slightly elevated dead trees should reduce elk
and cattle browsing on the resulting aspen sprouts.
• Green Mountain near Jeffrey City — This year, conifers
were hinged in 50 acres of aspen on BLM and private land to
help deter elk, deer, moose, cattle and feral horses from eating new sprouts. Another 750 acres of the same treatment
are planned through 2020 in this oasis-type forest. This
project is a component of the Mule Deer Initiative.
• Fontenelle and Cliff Creek wildfires sites — Game and
Fish is partnering with the Bridger-Teton National Forest and
ranchers to protect burned areas from 2012 and 2016 fires
for two years.
• Grass Creek west of Thermopolis — Chainsaws are
being put to work to purge conifers from 120 acres of aspen.
• Wyoming Range Mule Deer Initiative — Prescribed
burns started in the Big Piney and La Barge area in 2014
to ward off conifer encroachment in aspen stands on BLM
ground. The burns improve transitional and summer habitat
for mule deer, elk, moose and many nongame animals.
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